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Introduction
Planning Services
The statutory planning function in Doncaster sits within the Council’s Development
Service section. The Development Service consists of four teams; Development
Management, Technical Support & Improvement, Planning Policy & Environment
and Building Control.

Planning - our purpose
All our teams play a key part in delivering many borough wide and corporate
objectives. This includes helping to create a strong local economy; supporting
healthy, safe and vibrant communities; enhancing and protecting the quality of
Doncaster’s built and natural environment; and ensuring the number and quality of
homes in Doncaster meets housing needs.
We achieve this by providing modern business and customer interactions and
delivering our underlying purpose:
“To grant good development quickly without any unnecessary cost or delay.”
To achieve this, we continually review our processes and performance as well as
obtain feedback from customers.
Local Authorities are very target driven. Targets are important, yet we need to
ensure opportunities are not missed when it comes to improving the customer
experience. We adopt a performance and quality framework which embraces
continual improvement.

Our commitment
We are committed to delivering a quality, value for money service which our
customers want.
We are constantly looking to improve and our performance and quality framework is
providing us with the vital information needed to do this.
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How are we performing?
Planning application and decision statistics
We need to report to Central Government on a quarterly basis the number of
planning applications made and permissions decided.
Applications are categorised in to Major, Minor and All Other Developments.
Once a planning application has been validated, the local planning authority should
make a decision on the proposal as quickly as possible, and in any event within the
statutory time limit unless a longer period is agreed in writing with the applicant.
The table below shows how we did in 2018-19.
Major

Minor

Other

No. of decisions issued

63

421

789

No. issued within
target or agreed
extension

59

393

742

Government target

60%

70%

70%

Percentage issued
within target

93.65%

93.34%

94.04%

Percentage change
compared to 2017-18

-0.47%

+1.30%

+1.16%

The statutory time limits are
usually 13 weeks for applications
for major development and 8
weeks for all other types of
development (unless an
application is subject to an
Environmental Impact
Assessment, in which case a 16
week limit applies).
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How many decisions have we determined in previous years?

For more information on the performance of local planning authorities visit:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-applications-statistics

Number of housing completions
These figures show the number of housing completions for new build dwellings
within the Doncaster borough. The housing completion figures are based on the net
additions to the council tax register

You can access more information relating to the national statistics on new dwellings
in England via the following link:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/house-building-statistics
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Employment land development
These figures show the amount of employment land take up and development within
Doncaster which demonstrates the level of economic growth within the borough.
The 2018/19 employment land survey is currently work in progress. Once complete
it will be published on the following webpage:
http://www.doncaster.gov.uk/services/planning/monitoring-and-implementation

Year

Hectares
developed

2014-2015

15.66

2015-2016

36.44

2016-2017

78.85

2017-2018

40.32
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What are the statistics for
2018/19?
Adhering to government targets is important but we need to understand all aspects
of our work that contribute to delivering our service.
The following statistics derive from our performance framework.
The information from the framework enables us to understand our work by: learning
from the statistics, providing us with a real rounded performance story, knitting
together useful pieces of information and challenging ourselves in how we deliver
our service.
The framework is an ongoing statistical and feedback process, providing a continual
assessment and improvement tool which aids our business planning process.

Key statistics for Doncaster in 2018-19
How much work is valid on Day One?
The graph below shows the proportion of planning applications that are valid on
receipt and could be worked on straight away.
Invalid applications cause unnecessary delay to the applicant and to the Local
Planning Authority. This is avoidable time and cost associated with moving the
application forward.

Based on Planning Advisory
Service benchmarking statistics
the average % of planning
applications valid on day 1 is
34%
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Days from declared valid to decision issued
The chart below shows the average number of days between all applications being
declared valid and a decision notice being issued.

The average days between valid
and decision still remains below
the Government stipulated 56
days. Where applications are
more complex or require further
negotiations the effective use of
extension times is used.

Withdrawal rates
The graph below indicates withdrawals as a percentage of all decisions. Rates of
withdrawal are a ‘waste’ indicator, and where possible, should be reduced to near
zero.

Based on Planning Advisory Service
benchmarking statistics, the average
% of planning applications withdrawn
is 5%
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Approval and refusal rates
How often are we saying ‘yes’?

Based on Planning Advisory
Service benchmarking statistics,
the average % of planning
applications approved is 90%

How quickly do we respond to permitted development enquiries?
We offer a permitted development enquiry service where we provide our customers
with a professional opinion as to whether their proposal requires planning
permission or not. We aim to respond to all permitted development enquiries within
10 working days.
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How quickly are we responding to pre-application enquiries?
We offer a pre-application enquiry service to our customers. We check whether
permission is required and if it is, we ensure the customer is on the right lines before
applying. By doing this the customer can save time and money and improve the
chances of having their proposal approved.
We aim to respond to pre-application enquiries within 28 days although due to the
complexity of some applications and the requirement to conduct consultation the
process can take longer.

Median is the middle value.
The advantage of using such value is that
it is not skewed so much by a small
proportion of extremely large or small
figures, giving a better idea of a “typical”
value.
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What our customers are
saying
Customer surveys
Feedback is at the heart of our framework. Alongside the performance information,
we have always considered survey information provided by people using the
planning process. This allows us to build a more rounded picture of performance
and quality.
Surveys are sent to applicants, agents and neighbours (people who have
commented on a planning application). The surveys are electronic, are application
specific and are about the customer’s experience on that particular planning
application, not a general satisfaction survey. The questions in the survey differ
dependent on the category of customer, and provide vital information to help
improve the service.
The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) came into effect on the 25th May
2018. Amongst many things GDPR changed how personal data should be handled
and this needed to be considered in relation to our customer surveys.
Our post decision surveys are developed with the Planning Advisory Service (PAS).
The Planning Advisory Service is a Local Government Group that provide
assistance, advice and support on planning and service delivery to councils.
Since the changes to GDPR, the post decision surveys needed amending to ensure
full compliance. We have been working with PAS to ensure this is achieved. In
addition to this, we wanted to review the questions, ensuring the survey continued to
focus on the customer’s journey, providing us with meaningful feedback to improve
business decisions and enhance the customer’s experience. Work on this is coming
to a close and we plan to get the new surveys up and running by summer 2019.
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Networking and account management
Surveys aren’t the only way we obtain feedback from our customers.
We take customer relationships seriously so our planning officers regularly attend
networking events, meeting and communicating with our customers and business
partners to maintain business relationships.
In addition to networking, we also operate a Key Account scheme. Providing our
developers and agents with a known point of contact allows us to provide increased
business support by understanding each other’s direction of travel in terms of
existing or upcoming projects. In most cases the Key Account Managers will deal
with all business needs of the customer, starting from the earliest stages of the
planning process, through to submission, determination and beyond.
This scheme enables us to be more responsive to our customers’ needs as we look
forward to mutually shaping Doncaster as an even more successful place, both in
terms of resident’s quality of life and as a place to do business. It enables us to
provide and receive constructive two-way feedback.
Within 2019/20 we will look towards developing and expanding this scheme.
If you are interested in being assigned a Key Account Manager, please contact Roy
Sykes – Head of Planning
roy.sykes@doncaster.gov.uk

Corporate complaints process
We work extremely hard to provide our customers with the services they need along
with the customer service they expect. As part of this process, we encourage
feedback from our customers when they feel we have done something wrong.
From April 2019 we will be making changes to how we monitor our corporate
complaints, laying the groundwork to improve the way we record and publish data
about how complaints are remedied.
Within next year’s annual performance report we will start highlighting corporate
complaint volumes and will focus on the lessons that can be learned and the wider
improvements we can achieve. Using this data as a learning opportunity allows us to
scrutinise the services we provide to make our services better in the future.
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Service Improvements
2018-19
In last year’s Annual Planning Performance Report, we identified our action plan for
2018-19. The themes were as follows:

 Continued re-evaluation of our services
Continue the programme of continuous improvement, responding to
performance information, customer feedback and Government changes. An
ongoing assessment would ensure we are adding value to our service and the
customer experience.
 Investment of 20% fee increase
The Government’s Housing White Paper included a commitment to allow
Local Authorities to increase planning fees by 20% from the 17th January
2018; which must be invested in the planning department. We increased our
fees in line with this.
The additional income will be spent on improving the service, focussing on the
discharging planning conditions so developments can commence and
complete without causing unnecessary delay, pre-application advice, internal
specialist advice and providing increased capacity to deal with the pipeline of
major redevelopment projects. These improvement areas have been
recognised by service users and providers as being important.
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So what have we done about it?
Continued re-evaluation of our services
Change is important to meet the needs of our customers, ensure best value is being
achieved, facilitate growth within Doncaster and challenge the status quo on how we
deliver our services.
We continually monitor service provision and performance, look at areas of concern
or in need of improvement. We also celebrate our success.
The following improvements have been adopted within 2018/19:
 With the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulations a significant
amount of work has been carried out on reviewing our current data processing
activities, data protection policies and processes. As a result, there have been
changes in how we record and retain information resulting in much more
efficient data management. This saves time and allows us to work more
effectively. In addition, it has enabled us to formulate uniform practices, to
identify records easier and improve procedures for disposal of obsolete
records.
 A review of the Planning Committee and associated processes has taken
place.
The review looked at whether the current structure, scheme of delegation and
processes were efficient and effective, fit for purpose and met the needs
(current and future) of the council and its customers.
The scope of the review reflected the following themes:
o The purpose of the committee
o The format and process
o The customer experience
o Roles and responsibilities
o Quality and improvement
As a consequence of this review, various improvement activities have been
implemented throughout 2018/19, with some of these activities requiring
completion within 2019/20.
A public report will be produced and published once the improvement
programme is complete.
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 The Technical Support and Improvement team are now conducting an initial
validity assessment on householder planning applications, removing the time
Planning Officers were spending getting an application shaped to the national
standards. This is freeing up capacity of Planning Officers to focus on tasks
where their professional planning judgement is required.
 The Technical Support and Improvement team have advanced their validation
checks on requests to discharge planning conditions. This change has allowed
requests to reach the Planning Officer in a position where they can commence
the discharge process. This reduces unnecessary delays and speeds up the
end to end process.

Investment of 20% fee increase
The additional income has been spent on improving the service. Some temporary
posts have been created to help deliver Doncaster’s Local Plan. This is needed for
investor certainty, specifically in relation to housing provision.
Additional capacity has also been created within the Development Management
team, with the further resource allowing the service to focus on areas of condition
discharge, pre-application advice and increased capacity to deal with major
redevelopment projects.
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Action Plan for 2019-20

We are always looking to improve services to make them as efficient and effective
as possible. We want to provide a high quality, responsive service that will greatly
assist Doncaster’s economic growth. Ongoing evaluation of our performance and
services is instrumental in identifying our priorities and planning how it delivers its
service.

Action points for 2019-20
 Embed new corporate complaint process
As highlighted earlier we propose enhancing the way we record data
about how complaints are remedied. We plan to publish this
information in the annual performance report from 2019-20.
 Embark on a productivity and resource review along with other
authorities within the Sheffield City Region (SCR)
We are continually striving to provide high quality services to our
customers and to facilitate this we regularly review our processes,
identifying how effectively we are matching our services to our
customer’s needs. To enable this, we, along with other SCR
planning authorities, will start a productivity and resource review,
facilitated by PAS. It will focus on a common and transparent
framework to monitor costs, productivity and charges. This piece of
work will provide a method to review services to ensure they are
being consistent, are of high quality and allows benchmarking
against similar services within different areas. This will help shape
further improvements to the service and provide consistency across
the city region.
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 Reinstatement of post decision customer surveys
As stated earlier, we have had to terminate the use of post planning
decision surveys. Work is underway with PAS to get these surveys
back up and running so we can start using the invaluable feedback
to drive our services forward.
 Explore the wider use of Planning Performance Agreements
We recognise, through discussions with our service users, that they
would like the opportunity to engage into a Planning Performance
Agreement (PPA) when submitting a major/complex planning
application.
A PPA is a project management tool which we and the applicant can
use to agree timescales, actions and resources for handling
particular applications.
Nationally, local authorities and planning applicants have identified a
number of clear advantages for using PPAs, including:
o Joint working with the development industry and communities
ensuring that developments are deliverable, maximising the
potential benefits a development can bring
o Provides a guarantee of resources with realistic timescales
o Better overall management from pre-application through to
post-application stages
o Greater accountability, transparency and communications
o Improved partnership working
We anticipate great benefits in jointly using the principle of PPAs as
advocated by the Ministry or Housing, Communities and Local
Government.

To find out more about the Planning Service visit:
http://www.doncaster.gov.uk/services/planning
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